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mbrella is the tool to manage 
flexible corporate mobility
mbrella brings flexible mobility solutions to your 
employees. We’re a B2B, back-office provider that 
enables flexible mobility in your company for all 
employees, with or without company cars.



mbrella is a back-office facilitator that manages 
employee budgets and automatically tracks their 
mobility consumption.

Mobility managers can create users, with their budgets, change them and 
remove them all directly from the mbrella interface.

All mobility  consumption is automatically tracked, stored and displayed vs. 
the original budget allocation.

We track mobility consumption & manage budgets
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mbrella is fully compliant to the rules
of the royal decree for the federal mobility 
Budget in Belgium.

Budget creation and management for all users by the mobility manager

Clear budget overview & consumption tracking, leading to automatic left-over amount at year-end

User identification, with name, job title, timing, etc.

System is prepared for data storage of 7 years & more 

Tracking of the complete spectrum of options in pillar 2 and consumption in pillar 1

Compliant to the royal decree



A link to the social secretaries ensures that all 
information is processed automatically and reflected 
correctly in your employees’ payroll. 

The goal of mbrella is to simplify the life of a mobility manager in all aspects of 
flexible mobility. One of the major hassles is the correct treatment of these 
rewards in the payroll.

mbrella is there to build an automatic IT bridge between your employee’s 
mobility consumption and your social secretary’s systems such that all 
reward elements are transferred on time and treated in the right way. 

Currently, the IT links are under construction with the social secretaries, 
we are having advanced discussions with all of the major players.

Automatic social secretary connections
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mbrella aims to be a universal standard  by building the 
bridge between employers, mobility solution providers 
and social secretaries.

Through mbrella we save both mobility solution providers as well as social 
secretaries the trouble to connect with multiple different parties, just one 
connection with us suffices to open up a plethora of different options.

We want to connect with all players in the space, to grow the space together 
and reap the mutual benefits that brings to each of us.

Open ecosystem for all providers



With our open ecosystem we can grow together

Solution integration
Social secretary 

adoption
Corporate 
adoption

Joint business 
growth

Lab-Box works 
together with service 
providers to smoothly 
integrate their offer 
into mbrella

mbrella becomes a 
stronger offer with 
more solutions 
integrated

Social secretaries will 
be more open to 
adopt mbrella with 
more integrated 
solutions

Social secretary 
integration provides 
the all-needed clarity 
and security for 
corporates

Smooth social 
secretary adoption 
will drive corporate 
adoption

Corporate adoption will 
in turn drive demand for 
both our products

Additionally, early 
integrators will benefit 
disproportionately from 
the growth 



Mobility is not consumed purely by subscriptions and 
pre-set monthly amounts. Above all, mobility is and 
needs to remain flexible & dynamic.

Who knows how often you’ll take a shared e-bike next summer? Or what 
budget you’d need for Uber every month?  

Through mbrella you can consume your mobility as you go, there is no need 
to allocated pre-defined monthly budgets to your different ways of 
consumption.

Dynamic budget consumption
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Complete solution, incl. expense management

mbrella enables all expenses to be added to the 
employee’s budget for when the other means of 
consumption don’t offer the complete solution. 

Many types of expenses in the mobility budget aren’t covered by the 
traditional apps and cards; i.e. housing rent or interest, bike purchase, etc. 

mbrella offers an expense management system, incl. receipt and invoice 
uploading, to offer a complete and friction-free solution for all mobility spend 
options in the mobility budget (& beyond). 

To maintain the right level of control for the organization, each manually 
added expense is sent through an approval flow where the mobility 
manager can check the modalities of the expense before it’s paid out.
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mbrella is a universal tool which can easily be applied 
to cafeteria plans, corporate expenses and other 
mobility management beyond the federal mobility 
budget.

Mbrella is a universal mobility management tool that can track the mobility 
consumption of employees for all types of budgets, allowing them to tag each 
trip for professional and private use.

Beyond the federal mobility budget, employers can use mbrella to keep track 
of their employees’ flexible mobility consumption in cafeteria plans.

The universal connection to mobility solution providers and social secretaries 
creates a smoothless experience in terms of payroll integration.

Beyond the federal mobility budget



Social secretaries
We’re building integrated IT links with the main social secretaries to ensure 
flexible mobility is automatically & properly treated from a payroll perspective.

Compliant to the royal decree
We’re fully compliant to all rules for a mobility account as dictated by the royal 
decree while also enabling the complete mobility budget with all options; i.e. 
rent, bike purchase, bike km reimbursement, etc.

Dynamic budget consumption
Mobility consumption of the future can’t be boxed in fixed subscriptions and 
allocations per type, through mbrella you can consume what you want as you go.

Beyond the mobility budget
mbrella is a universal tool which can easily be applied to cafeteria plans and 
corporate mobility expense management.
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